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The present invention relates, in a first aspect, to a system operable to

automatically initiate a milking location for an animal by automatic adjustment of at

least one interior dimension of the milking location.

According to a second aspect, the present invention relates to a method

for automatic initiation of a milking location for an animal by automatic adjustment

of at least one interior dimension of the milking location.

According to a third aspect the present invention relates to at least one

computer program product for automatic initiation of a milking location for an

animal by automatic adjustment of at least one interior dimension of the milking

location for an animal

Background of the invention

The patent document US-3,448,725 relates to an adjustable milking stall

for dairy cows where the stall has a stationary rear wall adjacent to a milking

station, and adjustable means either in the form of an adjustable front wail or an

adjustable manger movable toward the rear waii to shorten the stall for cows of

different length. Additionally, the width of the stall may be adjusted for cows of

different width. These adjustments of the milking stall are performed manually in

that they require an operator to perform actions in real-time. As it is stated in this

document, the hydraulic cylinders, which control the movement of the manger,

may be remotely controlled by an operator from a console in the miiking pit.

A disadvantage with the solution presented in the document US-3,448,725

is that it is labour-intensive, and consequently rather expensive, due to the fact

that it requires manual actions performed by an operator in reai-time.

The patent document EP-B1-0 432 148 relates to a milking location for an

animal, comprising an enclosure formed by fences which can be opened for

allowing the animal to enter the m king location on the fail-side or to leave the

milking location on the head-side and closed to restrain the animal during milking,

whereby the enclosure inciudes at the head-side a rnovably mounted front-fence

which may be used as a feed trough and at the taii-side a back-fence, the milking

location further comprising a set of milking cups movable reiative to a fixed



position of the enclosure and to be applied to the teats of the udder of the animal

to be milked, a recognition device for automatic identification of the animal entered

into the enclosure and control means for controlling the operation of the milking

location, thereby making use of stored information and the identification of the

animal by the recognition device The back-fence is in a fixed position relative to

the length of the enclosure and a feed trough near the front-fence s connected to

a positioning device that is adapted to adjust the length of the enclosure between

the back-fence and the front-fence and the feed trough in accordance with the

length of the animal to be milked. The length of the enclosure is adapted to the

known length of the animal stored in the control means.

A disadvantage with the solution presented in the document EP-B1-

0 432 148 is that it requires a manual initiation of the system in order to thereafter

make use of what is called historical data about the animals, i.e. the length of each

animal Another disadvantage is that it does not take into account that different

animals can have different sizes, not only different lengths.

The above mentioned problems are solved with a system operable to

automatically initiate a milking location for an animal by automatic adjustment of at

least one interior dimension of the milking location according to Claim 2 The

milking location comprises an enclosure formed by n confining means, whereby n

is an integer, and n ≥ 1, whereby at least one of the confining means is movable.

The system comprises a first sensor means operable to detect the presence of an

animal in the milking location, and a control means connected to the first sensor

means. The system also comprises a second sensor means connected to the

control means, and operable to detect a part of the animal. The control means is

operable, when the presence of an animal in the milking location is detected, to

move the at least one movable confining means iteratively in steps until the

second sensor means detects that the position of the animal is within desired

limits.

An advantage with the system according to the present invention is that it

is automatic, i.e. it does not require any operator to perform manual actions in real

time. Another advantage with the system according to the present invention is that
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automatically. Yet another advantage with the system according to thθ present

invention is that it takes into account that different animals can have different

sizes, not only different lengths. This permits the milking location to be adjusted for

each individual animal. Consequently, any animal of any size is thus prevented

from interfering with the milking, e.g. by moving in such a way that the teat cups

will fall off.

A further advantage in this context is achieved if the control means is

operable to move the at least one movable confining means between

predetermined positions. This gives the animal a possibility to move between

different movements of the at least one movable confining means

Furthermore, it is an advantage in this context if the system also

compπses a recognitions device provided at the milking location, and connected to

the control means, which recognition device is operable to automatically identify

the animal entered into/present in the milking location. This makes it possible to

identify each animal entered into/present in the milking iocation

A further advantage in this context is achieved if the system also

comprises a to the control means connected third sensor means operable to

detect a position value of at least one part of the at least one confining means, and

a to the control means connected memory means operable to store, in connection

with the identity of an animal, the final position value of the at least one movable

confining means for the animal when adjustment of the milking location is finished.

Furthermore, the control means is operable to move the at least one confining

means by making use of the final position value stored in the memory means. By

making use of stored final position vaiues, the system gets faster.

Furthermore, it is an advantage in this context if the control means aiso is

operable to update the final position value in the memory means during a following

automatic adjustment. In this way, the system can keep track of the fact that the

size of an animal changes with time.

The invention also refers to a method for automatic initiation of a milking

location for an animal by automatic adjustment of at least one interior dimension of

the milking location according to Claim 2 1. The milking location comprises an

enclosure formed by confining means, whereby at least one of the confining



to detect the presence of an anima in the milking location with the aid of a first

- to detect a part of the animal with the aid of a second sensor means; and

with the aid of a control means connected to the first sensor means, and the

second sensor means, to move the at feast one movable confining means

iierativeiy in steps until the second sensor means detects that the position of

the animal is within desired limits.

An advantage with the method according to the present invention is that it

is automatic, i.e. it does not require any operator to perform manual actions in real-

time. Another advantage with the method according to the present invention is thai

it is "self learning", i.e. the initiation/the training of the method s performed

automatically. Yet another advantage with the method according to the present

invention is that it takes into account that different animals can have different

sizes, not only different lengths. This permits the milking location to be adjusted for

each Individual animal. Consequently, any animal of any size is thus prevented

from interfering with the milking, e.g. by moving in such a way that the teat cups

will fall off.

A further advantage in this context is achieved if the moving step is

positions. This gives the animal a possibility to move between different movements

of the at least one movable confining means.

The above mentioned problems can also be solved by at least one

computer program product according to Claim 28. The at least one computer

program product is directly loadable info the internal memory of at least one digital

computer. The at least one computer program product comprises software code

portions for performing the steps of one of the methods according to the present

invention, when the at teast one product is run on the at least one computer

An advantage with the at feast one computer program product according

to the present invention is that it is automatic, i.e. it/ does not require any operator

to perform manuai actions in real-time. Another advantage with the product

according to the present invention is that it is "self-learning", i.e. the initiation/the

training of the product is performed automatic. Yet another advantage with the

product according to the present invention is that it takes into account that different

animals can have different sizes, not only different lengths. This permits the



milking location to be adjusted for each individual animal Consequently, any

animal of any size is thus prevented from interfering with the milking, e.g. by

moving in such a way that the teat cups will fall off.

t will be noted that the term "comprises/comprising" as used in this

description is intended to denote the presence of a given characteristic, step or

component, without excluding the presence of one or more other characteristic

features, integers, steps, components or groups thereof.

Embodiments of the invention will now be described with a reference to

the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig 1 shows a block diagram of a system for automatic adjustment of at

least one interior dimension of a milking location for an animal

according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a visual detection means which can be a

part of the system disclosed in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 shows schematically a rotary herringbone parlour, wherein the

system according to the present invention can be used;

Fig, 4 shows schematically a rotary parlour, wherein the system according

to the present invention can be used;

Fig. 5 shows schematically a herringbone parlour, wherein the system

according to the present invention can be used;

Fig. 6 shows schematically a parallel parlour, wherein the system according

Fig. 7 is a flow chart of the method for automatic initiation of a milking

location for an animal by automatic adjustment of at least one

dimension of the milking location according to the present invention;

Fig. 8 schematically shows a number of computer program products

according to the present invention.

In fig. 1 there is disclosed a system 10 for automatic adjustment of a

milking location 12 for an animal according to the present invention. The milking
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location 12 comprises an enclosure formed by n confining means 12-t - 12n,

wherein n is an integer and n≥1. In fig. 1 there is only disclosed four confining

means 12i 12 and at least one of the confining means 12i - 12 is movable.

The system 10 comprises a first sensor means 14 operable to detect the presence

of an animal in the mjlking location 12. The system 10 also comprises a control

means 18 connected to the first sensor means 14. The control means 16 is

operable, when the presence of an animal in the milking location 12 s detected, to

move the at feast one movable confining means \ \ ~~ 124 stepwise, in order to

adjust the at least one interior dimension of the milking location 12 to the animal.

Furthermore, fig. 1 also discloses a system 10 operable to automatically

initiate a milking location 12 for an animal by automatic adjustment of at least one

interior dimension of the miiking location 12. The milking location 12 comprises an

enclosure formed by n confining means 12i, .... 12n, wherein π is an integer, and n

≥ 1. In fig. 1 there s only disclosed four confining means 12i 124 , and at teast

one of the confining means 12-» - 12 is movable. The system 10 comprises a first

sensor means 14 operable to detect the presence of an animal in the miiking

location 12, The system 10 also comprises a control means 16 connected to the

1€

20 is operable to detect a part of the animal. The control means 18 is operable,

when the presence of an animal in the milking location 12 is detected, to move the

at least one movable confining means 12i - 12 iteratively in steps until the

second sensor means 20 detects that the position of the animal is within desired

limits,

Furthermore, the control means 16 is operable to move the at least

onemovabte confining means 12i - 124 between predetermined positions.

A s also is apparent in fig, 1 the system 10 also comprises a recognition

device 18 provided at the milking location 12. The recognition device 18 is

connected to the control means 16, and is operable to automatically identify the

animal entered into/present in the milking location 12.

Furthermore, the system 10 also comprises a second sensor means 20

connected to the control means 18. The second sensor means 20 is operable to

detect a part of the animal. When the presence of an animal in the milking location

12 is detected, the control means 16 is operable to move the at least one movable



confining means 12i 12 iteratively in steps until the second sensor means 20

detects that the position of the anϊma! is within desired limits.

Furthermore, the system 10 also comprises a third sensor means 50

connected to the control means 16. The third sensor means 50 is operable to

detect a position value of at least one part of the at least one movabie confining

means 12i 124. As also is apparent in fig. 1, the system 10 also comprises a

memory means 22 connected to the control means 16. The memory means 22 is

operable to store, in connection with the identity of an animal, the final position

value of the at least one movable confining means 12i 124 for the animal when

adjustment of the milking location 12 is finished.

Furthermore, the control means 18 is operable to move the at least one

movable confining means 12i - 124 by making use of the final position value

stored in the memory means 22. In this way the system 10 can be faster, by

making use of so called historical data about the animals.

The control means 16 s also operable to update the final position value n

the memory means 22 during a following automatic adjustment.

The milking location 12 can for example be situated in one of the following:

an automatic milking station, a rotary herringbone parlour, a parallel parlour, a

tandem parlour, a rotary parlour or a herringbone parlour. (See fig. 3 - 8.)

Preferably, one movable confining means 12i - 124 has influence on the

length of the enclosure.

Preferably, one movable confining means 12i —12 has influence on the

According to another embodiment of the system 10, the at least one

movable confining means 12i - 124 is moved in dependence of the detected

As also is apparent in fig. 1, the system 10 also comprises a comparator

means 24 connected to the control means 16 The third sensor means 50 detects

the position value of the at least one part of the at least one confining means 12i -

124 in the milking location 12 continuously. When a position value is stable during

a predetermined time interval it is established as an actual position value. The

comparator means 24 is operable to compare the actual position value with a

desired position value of the at least one part of the at least one confining means

12i - 124 in the milking location 12, resulting in a difference position value.



Thereafter, the control means 18 is operable to move the at least one confining

means 12i —124 in dependence of a new difference position value until the

difference position value is within predetermined limits.

According to one embodiment of the system 1O1 the first and second

sensor means 14, 20 each is a pressure sensor.

According to another embodiment of the system, the first and second

sensor means 14, 20 each is a photoelectric sensor.

According yet another embodiment of the system 10 one of the movable

confining means 12i 124 is a food trough.

According to a further embodiment of the system 10, the first to third

sensor means 14, 20, 50 are visual detection means 30 (see fig. 2) directed

toward the animal when being located in the milking location 12.

in fig. 2 there is disclosed a block diagram of the visual detection means

30, which can be a part of the system 10 disclosed in fig. 1. As is apparent in fig.

2 the visual defection means 30 comprises a multipurpose network camera 32

and a server 34 provided with image processing software. The network camera 32

and the server 34 are both connected to a network switch 36, which in turn is

connected to the control means 18. The network camera 32 covers a large

detection area, and has a low detection frequency. The server 34 is connected to

the control means 16 via a standard wired or wireless connection, and is provided

to communicate with the control means 16 via a standard network protocol.

If is pointed out that when a camera is used in the system 10 according to

the present invention, said camera can work both as the first sensor means 14,

and the second sensor means 20

A n advantage with this system 10 according to the present invention is

10 does not have any historical data about the animals, or when the historical data

is considered to be incorrect It is pointed out that the system 10 is not initiated

every time. If the system 10 does have historical data about the animals, the

system 10 makes use of these historical data

In one embodiment of the system 10 according to the present invention,

one of the movable confining means 12-j 124 is a food trough, and the second

sensor means 20 is a sensor arranged on the rear confining means, and operable

to sense the rear part of the animal. In this embodiment, the food trough is moved



and the sensor is read until the position of the animal is within the desired limits.

This is repeated in an iterative process which has to be performed very slowly,

because the animal must have time to move between the different movements of

the food trough

In fig. 3 there is schematically disclosed a rotary herringbone parlour 1,

having a number of milking locations 12 for e.g. cows to be milked, which milking

locations 12 are aπnularly arranged around a rotational axis 7. In fi g 3 there is

shown five cows 13 already located in the milking locations 12, and one cow 13

ready to enter the rotary herringbone parlour 1 via the entrance gate 9 The rotary

herringbone parlour 1 also has an exit gate 11 . A robot 5 is arranged between the

milking locations 12 and the rotational axis 7. The robot 5 is movable along a rail

8 which defines an arc, and the robot 5 is arranged to arrange the teat cups 8 on

the cows 13 n the milking locations 12. The rotary herringbone parlour 1 is rotated

in the clockwise direction, as is indicated by the arrow 17.

In fig. 4 there is schematically disclosed a rotary parlour, wherein the

systemiO according to the present invention can be used. n this case, both the

milking locations 12 and the cows 13 are arranged parallel to each other and

In fig.5 there is schematically disclosed a herringbone parlour, wherein the

system 10 according to the present invention can be used. The cows 13 for

milking are place side by side along a pit 40 in a herringbone configuration.

In fig. 8 there is disclosed schematically a parallel parlour, wherein the

system 10 according to the present invention can be used. In this case, the cows

13 for milking are place parallel to each other along a pit 40. The cows 13 are

arranged in a direction at right angles to the longitudinal direction of the pit 40.

In fig. 7 there is disclosed a flow chart of the method for automatic

initiation of a milking location 12 for an animal by automatic adjustment of at least

one interior dimension of the milking location 12. The milking location 12

comprises an enclosure formed by n confining means 12i - 12π, wherein π is an

integer, and n ≥ 1. At least one of the confining means 121 124 (see fig. 1) is

movable. The method begins at block 90. The method continues, at block 92, with

the step: to detect the presence of an animal in the milking location 12 with the aid

of a first sensor means 14 (see fig. 1). Thereafter, the method continues, at block

94, with the step: to detect a part of the animal with the aid of a second sensor



means 20. The method continues, at block 98, to ask the question: Is the animal

within the desired limits? If the answer is affirmative, the method is completed, at

block 99. If, on the other hand, the answer s negative, the method continues, at

block 98, with the step: with the aid of a control means 16 connected to the first

sensor means 14, and the second sensor means 20, to move the at least one

movable confining means 12i - 124. Thereafter, the step according to the biock

94 is performed again. According to another embodiment of the method, the

moving step, biock 96 is performed by moving the at least one movable confining

means 12i - 12 between predetermined positions.

Furthermore, the method also comprises the step:

- to automatically identify the animaf entered into/present in the milking

location 12.

According to another embodiment of the method, it also comprises the

- to detect a part of the animal with the aid of a second sensor means 20;

and

- with the aid of the control means 18, also connected to the second sensor

means 20, to move the at least one movable confining means 12i - 124

ϊteratively in steps until the second sensor means 20 detects that the

position of the animal is within desired limits.

According to yet another embodiment of the method, it also comprises the

~ to detect a position value of at least one part of the at least one confining

means 12i ~ 124 with the aid of a third sensor means 50; and

- to move the at least one movable confining means 12i - 124 in dependence

Furthermore, the method also comprises the steps:

to detect the position vaiue of the at lest one part of the at least one

confining means 12i 12 in the milking location 12 continuously with the

aid of the third sensor means 50;

when a position value is stable during a predetermined time interval, to

establish it as an actual position value;



to compare the actual position value with a desired position value of the at

least one art of the at least one confining means 12-ι 12 in the milking

location 12 resulting in a difference position value; and

- with the aid of the control means 18 to move the at feast one confining

means 12i - 124 in dependence of a new difference position value until the

difference position value is within predetermined limits.

In figure 8 there is disclosed a schematic diagram of some computer

program products according to the present invention. There is disclosed n different

digital computers 100i, ... , 10On, wherein n is an integer. There is also disclosed n

different computer program products 102
1 p

... , 102n, here showed in the form of

compact discs. The different computer program products 102i, ... . 102n are

directly loadable into the internal memory of the n different digital computers 100i,

... , 10On. Each computer program product 102-1 ..., 102π comprises software code

portions for performing some or all the steps of figure 7 when the product 102 ....

102n is run on said computer(5) 100i .... 10O . Said computer program products

102-1, ..,, 102n can e. g . be in the form of floppy disks, RAM disks, magnetic tapes,

The invention is not limited to the embodiments described in the foregoing.

It will be obvious that many different modifications are possible within the scope of

the following claims.



1. A system ( 10) for automatic adjustment of at least one interior dimension

of a milking location (12) for an animal, said milking location (12) comprising an

encϋosu re formed by π confining means (12i, ..., 12n) whereby π is an integer, and

n≥1, whereby at least one of said confining means (12 ... , 12π) is movable,

operable to detect the presence of an animal in said milking location (12) and a

control means (16) connected to said first sensor means (14), and operable to,

when the presence of an animal in said milking location (12) is detected, move

said at least one movable confining means (12i, .... 12n) stepwise, In order to

adjust said at least one interior dimension of said milking location (12) to said

2, A system (10) operable to automatically Initiate a milking location (12) for

an animal by automatic adjustment of at least one interior dimension of said

milking location (12), said milking location (12) comprising an enclosure formed by

n confining means (12i, ... , 12n) , whereby n is an integer, and n ≥ 1, whereby at

least one of said confining means (12i, ... . 12π) is movable, characterized in that

said system (10) comprises a first sensor means (14) operable to detect the

presence of an animal in said milking location (12), a control means (18)

connected to said control means (18), and operable to detect a part of said animal,

wherein said control means (16) is operable, when the presence of an animal in

said milking location (12) is detected, to move said at least one movable confining

means (12i, ..., 12n) iteratively in steps until said second sensor means

detects that the position of said animal is

3. A system (IO)according to claim 2 , characterized in that said first sensor

means (14), and said second

means (14,20)



4. A system ( 10) according to any one of Claims 1-3, characterized in that

said coπtroi means (18) is operable to move said at least one movable confining

1 12n)

5 A system (10) according to any one of Claim 1 - 4, characterized n that

said system also comprises a recognition device (18) provided at said milking

location (12), and connected to said coπtroi means (18), which recognition device

(18) is operable to automatically identify the animal entered into/present in said

milking location (12).

8. A system (10) according to any one of Claims 1, 4 or 5 when not

dependent on Claim 2 characterized in that said system (10) also comprises a

second sensor means (20) connected to said control means (18) and operable to

presence of an ansma! in sara milKing location (12) is detected, to move

least one movable confining means (12
1 s

... . 12n) iteratively in steps until said

second sensor means (20) detects that the position of said animal is within desired

limits.

7. A system (10) according to any one of Claims 1 - 6 «characterized in that

said system (10) also comprises a to said control means (18) connected third

sensor means (50) operable to detect a position value of at least one part of said

at least one confining means (12
1

.. , 12n) , and a to said control means (18)

connected memory means (22) operable to store, in connection with the identity of

an animal, the final position value of said at least one movable confining means

(12i, ..., M n) for said animal when adjustment of said milking location (12) is

finis

8. A system (10) according to Claim 7 , characterized in that said control

means (18) is operable to move said at least one movable confining means (12
1

... , 12n) by making use of the final position value stored in said memory means

(22).



9. A system (10) according to Claim 7 or 8 , characterized in that said control

means (16) also is operable to update said final position value in said memory

means (22) during a following automatic adjustment

IU. A system (10) according to any one of Claims 1 9, crsaracte d in

said milking location (12) is situated n one of the following: an automatic milking

ion, a rotary herringbone parlour, a paraϋ

11. A system (10) according to any one of Claims 1 10, characterized in

that, one movable confining means (12
1

... . 12n) has influence on the length of

said enclosure.

12. A system ( 10) according to any one of Claims 1 - 11, characterized in

that one movable confining means (12
1

.... 12n) has influence on the width of said

enclosure.

13. A system ( 10) according to any of Claims 7 - 12, characterized In that

said at least one movable confining means (12i, ... . 12n) is moved in dependence

of the detected position value.

14. A system (10) according to Claim 13, characterized that said system

(10) also comprises a comparator means (24) connected to said control means

(16), and in that said third sensor means (50) detects said position value of said at

least one part of said at least one confining means (121 ... . 12n) in said milking

location (12) continuously and when a position value is stable during a

predetermined time Interval it is established as an actual position value, wherein

said comparator means (24) is operable to compare said actual position value with

a desired position value of said at teast one part of said at least one confining {12 1f

... . 12n) means in said milking location (12) resulting in a difference position value,

wherein said control means (16) is operable to move said at least one confining

means (12i, ..., 12n) in dependence of a new difference position value until said

difference position value is within predetermined limits.



15 A system {10} according to any one of Ciaims 7 - 14, characterized in that

said first to third sensor means (14, 20, 50) are a visual detection means (30)

directed towards said animal when being located in said milking location (12).

18. A system (10) according to Claim 15, characterized in

detection means (30) comprises a multipurpose network camera (32) and a server

(34) provided with image processing software, wherein said server (34) is

connected to said control means (18) via a standard wired or wiretess connection,

and is provided to communicate with said control means (16) via a standard

network protocol.

17. A system (10) according to any one of Claims 7 - 14, characterized in that

said first to third sensor means (14, 20, 50) each is a pressure sensor.

18. A system (10) according to any one of Claims 7 - 14, characterized

said first to third sensor means (14, 20) each is a photoelectric sensor.

3} according to any one of Claims 1 18, characterized in

that one of said movable confining means (12-j, , 12 ) is a food trough.

20. A method for automatic adjustment of at least one interior dimension of a

milking location (12) for an animal, said milking location (12) comprising an

enclosure formed by n confining means (12-t, ... . 12n) whereby n is an integer, and

n≥1, whereby at least one of said confining means (12i, . ... 12n) is movable, said

method comprising the steps:

- to detect the presence of an animal in said milking location (12) with the aid of

a first sensor means (14); and

- with the aid of a control means (16) connected to said first sensor means (14),

to move said at least one movable confining means (12i, ... , 12n) stepwise, in

order to adjust said at least one interior dimension of said milking location (12)

to said animal.

2 1 A method for automatic initiation of a milking location (12) for an animal by

automatic adjustment of at least one interior dimension of said milking location
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(12), said milking location (12) comprising an enclosure formed by n confining

means (12i, ... , 12π) , whereby n is an integer, and n ≥ 1, whereby at least on of

said confining means (12i, .., , 12n) is movable, said method comprising the steps:

- to detect the presence of an animal in said milking location (12) with the aid of

a first sensor means (14);

- to detect a part of said animal with the aid of a second sensor means (20); and

~ with the aid of a control means ( 18) connected to said first sensor means (14),

and said second sensor means (20), to move said at least one movable

confining means (121 ..., 12n) iterativeiy m steps until said second sensor

means (20) detects that the position of said animal is within desired limits.

22. A method according to Claim 2 1, characterized in that said first sensor

means (14), and said sensor means (20) physically are the same sensor means

23. A method according to any one of Claims 20-22, characterized in that

said moving step is performed by moving said at least one movable confining

means (12i, ..., 12«) between predetermined positions,

24. A method ! according to any one of Claims 20-23, characterized in that

said method also comprises the step:

- to automatically identify the animal entered into/present in said milking loeatk

(12).

25 A method according to any one of Claims 20, 23 or 24, when not

dependent on Claim 2 1, characterized in that said method also comprises the

steps:

- with the aid of said control means (18), also connected to said second sensor

means (20), to move said at least one movable confining means (12i 12n)

iterativeiy In steps until said second sensor means (20) detects that the position of

said animal is within desired limits.



28 A according to any one of Claims 20-25 «characterized in that said

method also comprises the steps:

- to detect a position value of at least one part of said at least one confining

means (12-j, ... , 12π) with the aid of a third sensor means (50); and

- to move said at least one movable confining means (12i, ... , 12π) in

dependence of said detected position value.

27. A method according to Claim 28, characterized in that said method also

comprises the steps:

- to detect said position value of said at least one part of said at least one

confining means (12i, , , 12 ) in said milking location (12) continuously with

the aid of said third sensor means(50);

- when a position value is stable during a predetermined time interval, to

establish it as an actual position vaiue;

- with the aid of a comparator means (24) connected to said control means (16),

to compare said actual position value with a desired position value of said at

least one part of said at least one confining means (12i, . , 12n) in said

milking location (12) resulting in a difference position value; and

with the aid of said control means (16), to move said at least one confining

means (12i, ..., 12 ) in dependence of a new difference position value until

said difference position value is within predetermined iimits.

28. At least one computer program product (102i, ... , 102
f
) directly loadable

into the internal memory of at least one digital computer (100i, ... . 100,0 com-

prising software code portions for performing the steps of Claim 20 or 2 1 when

said at least one product (102i, ... » 102π) is run on said at least one computer

(10O1, .... 10On) .
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